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Definition of The Open2Dgel Project

   The tools could be adapted for use with other
quantified protein separation data sources
besides 2D gel data.

The Open2Dgel project is an open-source 
project for the development of 2-dimensional 
polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel (2D-PAGE) 
exploratory data analysis bioinformatic tools 
for analyzing quantified protein expression 
profiles across multiple 2D gel samples from 
research experiments.
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Introduction
• The Open2Dgel project is a community effort to create an open

source 2-dimensional polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis data
analysis system.

• It could be used for data mining protein expression across sets of
gel samples from researcher’s experiments to investigate and find
significant protein expression from multiple experiments used to
construct their database.

• The initial focus of Open2Dgel will be to provide an integrated set of
software tools for 2D gel database analysis.

• Open source software may be freely downloaded - both executable
binaries and the source code, modified and redistributed.

• Later, Open2Dgel could be expanded to handle protein expression
data from other protein separation methods.

Hosting Open2Dgel on the Web
• Initially, it will be hosted and developed on the open source

SourceForge.Net repository at open2dgel.sourceforge.net.

• It will use the same open source methodology we used in our
MAExplorer maexplorer.sourceforge.net DNA microarray data
mining software.

• A preliminary Web site, www.lecb.ncifcrf.gov/Open2Dgel,
discusses the Open2Dgel software development plan.

• Open2Dgel could later reside as part of a general HUPO.org
analysis sub-Web site integrated with other tools relating to
protein mass spectrometry, protein arrays, Internet proteomic
databases and other technologies covering a broad range of
protein expression.
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• Open2Dgel will be written in Java and R languages using XML and
a MySQL RDBMS - modular open source technologies aiding
portability and extensibility.

• In the initial phase, Open2Dgel will be derived from the parts of
NCI GELLAB-II system - the C-language/Unix/X-windows 1993
version (www.lecb.ncifcrf.gov/gellab), code from other open
source proteomics and bioinformatics projects, and leverage
Java/R code from MAExplorer.

• In the second phase, it could be extended with other donated 2D
gel analysis and related proteomics software codes as well as
developer efforts donated by the research community.

Overall Development Plan

Detailed Development Plan (cont.)
• We will work with proteomics standardization groups (HUPO,

PSI, MIAPE - formerly PEDRo, and others) to use a standard
data database schema.

• We will encourage the user community to help expand, extend
and integrate the basic paradigm with other related protein
separation methods or data analysis systems using the
standard proteomics schema.

• We welcome suggestions for modifying this agenda for
Open2Dgel as well as bioinformatics developers offering to
help with the project.
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PEDRo - Proteomic Experiment Data
Repository Schema

MIAPE (PEDRo) UML Schema - 2D Gel Classes
Classes that could
be used with 
Open2Dgel

PEDRo has been 
renamed MIAPE “Minimal 
Information About a
Proteomics Experiment”
(Oct. 2003, HUPO-II)
by EMBL-EBI

Additional fields / 
classes are needed 
for Open2Dgel

in Taylor et.al., 
Nature Biotechnology,
March 2003. 
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2D gel  composite gel
database (CGL)
consisting of a set of n
gels G1, G2, …,Gn with
representative gel Gr = G1

  Composite 2D Gel Database Paradigm

A canonical 2D gel
database is a statistical
representation of the CGL
spot geometry and
quantification that could
be used for data mining

in Lemkin et al., 
Computers Biomedical 
Reearch, 1981

Basic Open2Dgel Analysis Pipeline

1. Accession gel sample images and experiment information

2. Segment gel images to quantify spots for all gels

4. Pair spots between a reference gel and the rest of the gels

6. Explore the CGL data using exploratory data analysis techniques:
statistics, clustering, direct-manipulation graphics and reports, etc.

3. Create a landmark database between reference gel and remaining gels
- if needed by spot pairing algorithm

5. Construct Composite Gel Database, CGL, by merging paired spot lists

batch

batch

batch

batch

interactive

interactive

interactive

XML

XML

XML

XML

RDBMS and cache
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Future Home: http://open2dgel.sourceforge.net/
In Table of Contents, see:
1. Under “Open2Dgel”
   * Home
   * Development plan
   * Your participation
2. Under “Gellab-II”
   * Description of old GELLAB-II
   * Poster

Preliminary web site mirror:
http://www.lecb.ncifcrf.gov/Open2Dgel

The Initial Open2Dgel Data mining Tools
• Accession 2D gel scanned image and experiment data
• Quantify spots from gel images
• Pair spots between gels and a reference gel
• Construct composite gel database for exploratory data analysis
• Handle multiple gel samples in a database
• Manage named subsets of proteins in the database
• Manage replicate gel samples, named condition sets of samples,

lists of condition sets
• Analyze data for multiple conditions expression profiles
• Data filter protein sets by statistics, clustering, set membership
• Direct-manipulation of data in graphics, spreadsheets and

sample management
• Integrate R language statistical, clustering and other methods
• Integrate access to Internet proteomic/genomic data servers for

user-specified protein sets
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Bioinformatics Community Support
Required for The Open Source Project

1. The initial effort: developers will be needed to refactor a) code
from the NCI-GELLAB-II system (C/Unix/X-windows), and b) other
code to the modular (Java/R/XML/MySQL-RDBMS) paradigm.

2. A few senior developers interested in taking on managerial and
design roles (a long-term goal is to have multiple “project
managers” in various proteomics specialties).

3. Active research groups to beta-test system with their 2D gel data

4. Help with subsequent extension/integration with other protein
separation methods software/databases (mass spectrometry,
protein microarrays, dye multiplexing, statistics, data mining, etc).

5. Contributions of alternative computation modules for analysis
pipeline - e.g., spot quantification, pairing, statistical analysis, etc.

Summary

• The Open2Dgel project is fully open source and will be
available at   http://open2dgel.sourceforge.net/ when
released.

• The project will proceed if:

 1. There is sufficient need for an open source extensible
proteomics exploratory analysis tool.

 2. There is sufficient interest from the research community.

 3. Members of the research community are willing to work
on various aspects of the project.


